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                        OCTOBER 24-25, 2020 

                        BMO Centre, Stampede Park

                        Welcome to The Calgary Woman’s Show. Experience more than 300 exhibits featuring local & national fashion retailers, artisans, entrepreneurs, health & wellness experts, pet products, food & wine and much more! With 2 stages featuring non-stop entertainment including twice daily fashion shows, inspiring guest speakers, live music and more!

You can view the full range at the link: https://aviatrix-game.com/en/. Some of the popular sites give access to Aviatrix: 1win, Pin Up, MostBet and 1xbet. They offer players a variety of entertainment options. Each of these platforms provides a safe gaming environment. 

                        Welcome to The Calgary Woman’s Show, where a world of experiences awaits you! Immerse yourself in a vibrant showcase of over 300 exhibits, featuring a diverse array of offerings from local and national fashion retailers, talented artisans, dynamic entrepreneurs, health and wellness experts, pet product innovators, and a delectable selection of food and wine options.  

While enjoying the multitude of experiences at our show, we also invite you to discover a different kind of excitement with the crash game Aviatrix, accessible at the link https://aviatrix-game.com/en/. Embrace the thrill of this online game that combines strategy and chance for an exhilarating gaming experience. Just as our show offers a diverse range of experiences, Aviatrix brings a unique form of entertainment to your leisure time. Explore the best of both worlds — the enriching and empowering atmosphere of The Calgary Woman’s Show and the exciting gaming adventure of Aviatrix, creating a perfect blend of enjoyment for a well-rounded experience. 

                        Enjoy a day out at the Calgary Woman’s Show!
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                        EXHIBITORS

                        reach your target market and enhance your brand!

                        Women are considered the world’s most powerful consumer
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               Last News

  Where to find a winning game Aviator strategy? 

The game has impressed many players because it has no requirements, and the main objective is to select the right option in time to collect the winnings before the plane takes off. The game has a simple interface, and its principle is easy to understand. Just pick an Aviator game winning strategy and increase your profits!
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